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Dig on these indie gems
By Tyson Lex Wheatley
CNN Headline News

Monday, November 15, 2004 Posted: 4:27 PM EST (2127 GMT)

(CNN) -- Tired of the "alternative" mix on the radio? Looking
for something a little more original? Or perhaps you just
want to impress your hipster friends by busting out some
cool tunes from the underground. Well, here are three indie
gems just waiting to be dug up:
IQU: 'Sun Q' (Sonic Boom Recordings)
Theremin (n) -- An electronic instrument played by moving
the hands near its two antennas, often used for high tremolo
effects.
The theremin takes a starring role in the sophomore album
from electronic pop duo IQU. And founding father Kento Oiwa
plays it with haunting grace. But the album's driving force
comes from a solid supporting cast of animated keyboards,
distorted guitar, fuzzy drums and assorted bleeps and blips.
But "Sun Q" is more than just weird science. The album
is playful and bright in nature, and its Japanese influences
blend seamlessly with scratch-happy beats, conversations
overheard in a nightclub ladies' room and a certain eerily
familiar cellphone ringtone.
The result: A surprisingly accessible electronic album
full of charm and even humor. IQU formed in Olympia,

a Blender

Washington, in 1997 by Oiwa and Michiko Swiggs, their first
full-length, 1998's "Chotto Matte a Moment" resonated with
critics across the country. The band cut their teeth on the
road, playing the first Coachella Festival and touring with
acts like Looper, Hovercraft and Mouse on Mars.
It took them four years to get enough material together for
the next, but it was well worth the wait. The CD's diverse quality carries it from start to finish, with elements of disco "Dirty
Boy,' pop "Sun Q," and even rock "Hamachi." An instrumental
cover of Minnie Riperton's "Loving You" adds a soothing
touch. Add that to some of the most clever packaging art ever
created -- and you've got yourself one brilliant pickup.
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IQU Sun Q (Sonic Boom)
This crafty Japanese-American duo from Olympia,
WA open their second full-length with "Under
The Cherry Blossom", a gentle electronic set
piece built around an oriental melodic riff and a
sweetly swooping theremin. Typically consigned to
creepy sci-fi soundtracks, this much-misunderstood instrument exudes uncommon warmth and
grace here, as if it were the principal creature in
a harmonious forest. Later it returns, both as a
lithe counterpart to the swaggering funk groove
of another instrumental, "Dr. Caligari", and as
the lead "vocalist" for a simmering, serene cover
of "Loving You", hitting the same impossibly high
notes Minnie Riperton once did, and seemingly
more naturally at that.
Those tracks alone give you a sense of IQU's
penchant for the eclectic and the nearly unclassifiable. The rest of Sun Q doesn't disappoint; it
impulsively branches off in various directions,
most enticingly straight for the dance floor.
Boasting an infectious synth line, "The 9th Line"
makes like a playful, straight-out-of-PaisleyPark, indie-dance recasting of Pink's "Get the
Party Started". "Dirty Boy", however, is a truer
successor to a classic anthem like "Groove Is
in the Heart"; taking the booty-shaking vocoder
funk/rock route, it features a simple, insistent

chorus ("I will love you today / if you'll love me
tomorrow") powered by Michiko Swiggs's thoroughly teasing vocal. Add occasional turntable
scratching of voices shouting out "Surprise!" and
you've got some of the most immediate, enjoyable
dance music conceived in years.
"Hamachi" threatens to head into darker territories with its slamming pulse and Kento Oiwa's
fuzz-distorted raps, but it's really just a fun ode to
some sort of sushi, with cheery organ on the chorus
and goofy laughter at the outro. "Crazy" breezily
strings together an assortment of beats and vocal
samples, all of which seem a little off until they're
eventually grounded by a jazzy guitar riff that's
catchy enough to sell laundry detergent. The title
track comes close to Pizzicato Five's mid-tempo
lounge-pop, right down to the horn samples and
the half-English, half-Japanese vocals. Inspiration
wanes a little on the repetitive "Puka" -- but notice
how expertly Oiwa and Swiggs interject random
noisy outbursts into their robotic groove. Closer "A
Pile of Cherries" fades in with a secondary riff from
"Under the Cherry Blossom" and then builds it up,
piling samples and motifs from the album's other
songs into a grandiose wall of sound. It skillfully
brings Sun Q full circle -- and yes, even the beloved
theremin reappears.
-- Chris Kriofske

Popmatters.com
IQU
Sun Q

(Sonic Boom Recordings)
US release date: 7 September 2004
UK release date: Available as import
by Emily Sogn

The latest record from Seattle duo IQU opens up with sunny brilliance. It is fitting that
the first song is entitled "Under the Cherry Blossom", because the song itself opens like
a flower, wooing the ear with an intricate soundscape of shimmery bleeps and blips,
then emerging full bloom with a haunting theramin melody whose repetition grows in
intensity until the song's graceful finish. It's the kind of sweet instrumental concoction
so pretty as to be almost cloying to the ear, but the combination of disparate elements
is so expert and so unique that there is simply no choice but to be drawn into the song's
dreamy atmosphere. But IQU has always been a band that has known how to lay on the
charm. By consistently churning out smart electronic melodies, band members Michiko
Swiggs and Kento Oiwa cleverly managed to avoid the trap of predictability that can
potentially ensnare similarly outfitted acts.
The band (which originally went by the moniker ICU) built a reputation for
themselves in the Northwest scene by playing fun, inventive, and sometimes kitschy
electronic music with a notable Japanese twist, a few years before the dominance
of electroclash caused everyone and their grandmother to turn their music dials
to digitized pop. The band was a three-piece in its inception, with bassist Aaron
Hartman rounding out Oiwa's turntable, guitar and virtuoso theramin skills and
Swigg's keyboards and vocals. Playing live parties and shows billed with similarlyminded northwest acts like FCS North, and Mouse on Mars, the band built their
popularity playing live before making their full-length debut with 1998's Chotto
Matte a Moment!, released by K Records. Produced with care by the venerable Calvin
Johnson, the record was a lo-fi masterpiece that brought in the band's music to a
new audience. Despite the odd distraction of an off-putting collaboration with quirky
experimental artist Miranda July, IQU seemed to build steadily in skill and imagination. Their second full-length record, Teenage Dream, released in 2000, deviated
from their original formula by inviting a number of bands such as Stuart Townsend's
Looper project and Lexaundculpt to remix their song "Teenage Dream" in individual
ways. Though it did not feature original material, Teenage Dream had moments of

brilliance, blending stand-up bass, whimsical Japanese samples, machine beats,
and droning guitars to good effect.
After Teenage Dream however, the band seemed to recede into the background
for a couple of years. Hartman left the group to play with fellow Olympia band
Old Time Relijun, and Oiwa and Swiggs put the band aside for a while in order to
pursue their respective individual interests and side projects. Though it took them
nearly four years to get together enough material to release a full-length, it seems
that this time was well-spent. Sun Q reveals a pop sensibility that the band has
shown in the past, but never exploited to the extent that they do on this record.
Elements of disco, funk, electro-pop, and rock all combine to make this one of the
most interesting electronic dance efforts to come out in quite a while. Indeed, for
all of its overt gorgeousness, opener "Under the Cherry Blossom" is the only track
on the record that does not beg you to shake your ass. Songs like the "Dirty Boy"
(also recently released on its own as 12-inch single by Sonic Boom) are unabashedly user-friendly, held down by catchy electronic beats interspersed with energetic
samples and rhythmic vocal repetitions.
But like fellow indie / electro act Enon, the band manages to make even their
most sugary pop confections sound somehow refined, tempering the flirty "partytime" opening samples with hyper-distorted guitar riffs. As with songs on their
previous albums, the lyrics are firmly rooted in the sweet and simple, occasionally
giving away to the cutesy. But put in the context of such simple yet undeniably
danceable packaging, Swigg's layered refrain of "I will love you today / If you will
love you tomorrow" seems perfectly sweet, if not profound. The more insistent keyboard beats of "Hamachi" are equally engaging, veering almost into something like
a rock song, and the distorted sushi-themed lyrics reveal that the band privileges
sense of humor right up there with booty-shaking in the order of priority.
— 29 October 2004

Pitchforkmedia.com
IQU
Sun Q

[Sonic Boom; 2004]
Rating: 7.6

Iqu, a so-called "lo-fi electronica" act from Olympia, WA, started building steam in the
late 90s. They played throughout the Pacific Northwest, opening for venerable bands
such as The Flaming Lips, Built to Spill, and Mouse on Mars. Besides an acclaimed
debut on K records, Chotto Matte a Moment!, they had a great live show going for
them-- a stand-up acoustic bassist, a computer music student jamming on her analog
synths, and (their secret weapon) a theremin player who could do more than make
good-looking noise. The band was riding high on their cerebrum-to-booty connection,
getting cross-armed audiences across the land to bob their heads, and many considered them poised for an aural coup of the underground electronic scene. But after a
few remixes and EPs in the year 2000, they went silent.
Four years later, they've returned minus the bass and on a new label, with
the album Sun Q. Official reasons for the long break include independent projects
and reconceptualizing their sound, but Sun Q seems as though bandmates K.O. and
Michiko Swiggs have simply been waiting in suspended animation. Make no mistake-- Iqu's sound is highly transformed, turning up the sequenced DIY disco and
leaving behind most of the experimental sampling. But Sun Q heavily traverses the
landscapes of late 90s Japanese-influenced electronic pop-- the Tokyo-overdrive of
Cornelius' Fantasma or the sugary funk of Cibo Matto's Stereotype A. It sounds of the
years just prior to the omnipresence of laptop performers and glitchy breaks, when
drum tones still had a bass-end and electronics could be as much toys as instruments. The album's lightness is refreshing in a musical sphere that has, across the

board, come to take itself far too seriously; when it gets overly cutesy, however, it
becomes easily dismissible as derivative.
It feels odd to dub an album hearkening back just half-a-decade "dated," but
Sun Q's combination of turntable scratches, vocoders, and bubbly vibe would have
held more appeal a few years ago. The album is a mash of styles that can be generally categorized as "alien pop"-- mutated top 40, broken disco, and hyperactive glam
instrumentals that flow along at a stream-of-consciousness pace. It's most successful
and original on its theremin-centered pieces, such as the catchy, warm opener "Under
the Cherry Blossom". K.O.'s masterful hand-waving reappears throughout-- notably on
an excellent, hilariously long-winded instrumental cover of Minnie Riperton's "Lovin'
You". The album's title track is a duet over some Pizzicato Five smoothness, and the
rest of the vocal-driven songs are hooked upon deep, syncopated moog basslines that
maintain a positive if sometimes cloying ass-shaking vibe.
Layers of embedded surprises make Sun Q worth a close listen; ultimately,
however, its ceaseless pulse, quick stylistic changes, and production are aiming at a
very certain sort of party in a box-- a balance of funky and cute. It's a well-constructed
album, but it does feel made for a party that happened a few years ago. Still, this duo's
got the skillz and the visionz, and in case you hadn't heard, everyone digs thereminz.
Hopefully, it won't be another four years before they're heard from again.
-Liam Singer, October 27th, 2004
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Surprise! Surprise! Surprise!

POWER OF TWO

Seattle duo IQU gets its groove back

IQU party on the dance
floor—and onstage.

BY TONY WARE

by Douglas Wolk
IQU's Sun Q (Sonic Boom) is the year's
cleverest and most varied groove album, a
reassurance that once the cyborgs take over
the world, there'll still be walloping blurts
of disco to dance to. The Seattle duo is also
a roof-raising live act, which is how they
ended up opening for . . . And You Will Know
Us by the Trail of Dead on a recent tour. And
they're known for turning their shows into
performance-art events. "Last New Year's
Eve," keyboardist-singer Michiko Swiggs
recalls, "we had a trapeze artist who choreographed this whole aerial performance
with our set. We have a really big thing about
cherry blossoms—I made these felt cherry
blossoms that covered her hair, and we had
balloons with confetti in them that we broke
so it'd be like cherry blossoms falling over
the crowd."
The cherry-blossom image turns up
again on the cover of Sun Q (a gorgeous
package designed by the band with artist Chuck Dong and printed by Seattle's
Thingmakers) and on its opening track,
"Under the Cherry Blossom," a fluttering
instrumental that breaks IQU's long silence.
Their debut, 1998's Chotto Matte a Moment!,
was largely based on their live performances,
which then also featured stand-up bassist
Aaron Hartman of Old Time Relijun. (In those
days, they were known as icu; that changed
after a tussle with another band with a similar name.) After Hartman left, there were two
slightly distracted EPs, Girls on Dates and
Teenage Dream, and then an extended break
while they worked up the dance floor blast
of Sun Q. (The album is named after multiinstrumentalist Kento Oiwa's pronunciation
of "thank you" on its title track.)
The neatest thing about IQU is their
contrast of perfection and imperfection, the
cherry blossoms they drop onto their digital
grids. Both Swiggs' and Oiwa's singing
voices are as winningly flawed as the voices
that avant-disco genius Arthur Russell (a
favorite of theirs) used on his records. Their
songs run on sequencers' perfectly aligned
beats, but their favorite lead instrument is
a theremin, the swooping electronic gizmo
that approximates notes instead of hitting
them. Oiwa's most impressive theremin solo
on Sun Q is a sparkling cover of the late
Minnie Riperton's virtuosic ballad "Loving
You." Swiggs is a big fan of Riperton's early
band Rotary Connection, but IQU actually
got "Loving You"—or rather a fragment of
it—in their heads when they toured with the
Flaming Lips a few years ago.
"Wayne Coyne had these cassette tapes
where he'd recorded the best one-minute
segment of every song he loved," Swiggs
explains. "A guitar solo from Led Zep, that
sort of thing. He had 'Loving You' on there,
and we heard it every single day. A couple
of years later, we started trying to work on
covers that would use the theremin—we
also do [the Beatles'] 'Across the Universe'
live—and we were trying to think of a song
that the theremin would be a good lead

Atlanta, GA

David Belisle

vocalist for, and we thought: 'Loving You'!
Her voice is so amazing and so high, and it's
so hard to sing. . . . "
Surprisingly, Oiwa and Swiggs mostly
recorded Sun Q separately, trading a hard
drive with ProTools files back and forth.
"Kento might have spent a week or so just
on a theremin part, at his house," Swiggs
says. "And then there are certain things
we worked on together, where we needed
each other's energy, like 'Puka,'" which
presents the IQU aesthetic in miniature.
The foursquare digital march that opens
the song is punctuated by Oiwa's turntable
scratches, then gives way to a double-time
Kraftwerkish synthesizer melody (with electric guitar drifting in on its margins) that
alternates with a howling breakbeat-andnoise conflagration. IQU are an electronic
dance band at their core, but a lot of their
ideas about song structure and texture
come from rock. And their onstage identity is very much about letting the audience
watch the music being made—Oiwa is the
only performer I've ever seen play guitar,
turntables, and theremin simultaneously,
while smoking a cigarette.
Swiggs notes that it's been tough to
reconfigure some of the album into pieces
they can perform live—notably "Hamachi,"
an ode that Oiwa sings to his favorite sushi
("Hey, hey, hey! Put it in your mouth!"), built
on a rattling hook-and-swing percussion
loop. But most of Sun Q's highlights come
across just fine onstage. "The 9th Line,"
Swiggs' salute to coked-up fashionistas
at the Baltic Room (where both members
of IQU have worked), features a strutting
Teena-Marie-at-Paisley-Park groove driven
by Oiwa's twitchy funk guitar and a greasy
synth bass, as well as a couple of energetic
scratching interludes; on the record, it also
includes a break recorded in the ladies'
room by Swiggs and her best friend during a
performance by Avenue D (of "Do I Look Like
a Slut?" fame). And "Dirty Boy" is the great
lost Daft Punk song, a wah-wah disco stomp
with jazz-funk keyboards, Swiggs grinning
ear-to-ear as she sings "my love for you is
free-ee-ee-eaky" into a vocoder, and Oiwa
cutting up a children's record about a birthday party: "Surprise! Surprise! Surprise!"
Like the rest of the record, it feels like an
unexpected present itself.
info@seattleweekly.com
IQU play the Showbox with Blonde Redhead
and the Helio Sequence at 8 p.m. Fri., Nov.
12, $15 adv.; and the Paradox Theater with
the Lights and Anna Oxygen at 8 p.m. Sat.,
Nov. 13, free.

Kento "KO" Oiwa and Michiko
Swiggs -- the Seattle-based
recording duo known as IQU
(pronounced EE-koo) -- are not
brother and sister, man and wife,
boyfriend and girlfriend; not even
in a Jack and Meg White vaguely
incestuous way. Since randomly
moving across the street from
one another in Olympia, Wash.
and bonding over their love of
fringe arts and endeavors, they
have become an intimate union
of sensibilities. Think solids and
stripes or plaids and paisleys.
When the group emerged
in 1997 (as a trio spelled "ICU"),
the band immediately garnered
attention with a fresh-faced
sound it called as "drum 'n'
haze." Early material was beguiling because of its lo-fi analog
melodicism imbued with a childlike giddiness. It mixed gritty
guitars with squelchy synths,
all thrown over a roughly hewn
breakbeat. The group
represented the eclecticism crossbreeding
within the semi-isolated Northwest indie
scene.
Now releasing
Sun Q, after a nearly
four-year hiatus, Oiwa
and Swiggs have created a work of bricolage bop. The album is
textured by the duo's
keen ear for stitching
disparate sounds, a
reflection of their finely nuanced
collaborative relationship. But the
process of making the album was
more involved than either of them
thought it would be. It involved
not only fine-tuning the music
but also strengthening the bond
between them.
"Part of the reason this
album took so long to make was
that the relationship between
Michiko and myself needed to
become more advanced," says
Oiwa by phone from Seattle. "It's
not that we weren't working on
music in the last few years, it
was just that the melodies and
beats were like scraps of paper,
half-finished ideas, because they
were each coming from only one
of us."
Since their collaborations
were becoming stagnant, the two
turned to other projects. Oiwa
did some solo recording and DJ
stints, and Swiggs logged hours
working with computer graphics
and flash animation.
What got them working on
IQU again was something rather
unexpected. Oiwa and Swiggs
were scheduled to take a trip to

Japan together. (Oiwa was raised
there, and Swiggs -- who is of New
Zealand and Japanese descent
but grew up in port cities around
the Pacific -- wanted to learn
more about the culture.) Before
they were scheduled to head off,
however, Oiwa was unable to go
because of some work commitments. Swiggs went alone and
ended up spending a great deal
of time with Oiwa's mother. Once
Swiggs returned, the two quickly
slipped back into a groove, thanks
largely to her new insight into
Oiwa's background.
"It sounds trite, but
we needed that natural progress, because as soon as we
started working together again
on Michiko's return ... the newer
material flowed more freely," says
Oiwa, who admitted that he had
been a control freak in the early
years. "Now it's a more collective
effort, but it feels like it comes
from one mind."
The resulting album marks a

maturing step from the twosome.
The first album, Chotto Matte
a Moment!, was accomplished,
yet seemed a little shortsighted,
mesmerized by swerving flits of
fancy. Sun Q is more measured,
still unabashedly pop, but with
a greater steadiness and polish.
Tone and texture remain paramount with synth squeals and
squiggles, breakbeat-influenced
percussion and wispy vocals.
"This album contains a
much more personal statement
about where we are together,"
says Oiwa, referring to how Sun Q
is a 50/50 effort to the point that
some songs are actual call-andresponse conversations between
the two. Oiwa thinks that their
earlier estrangement helped
them both become rededicated
to the group. "Michiko and I got
to that point, looked to each other
and decided to keep doing it," he
states. "And now we have made
an album that says, 'This is what
we do.'"
tony.ware@creativeloafing.com
09.30.04
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NICE BANDS FINISH FIRST
IQU Will Turn Your Party Out
by Dave Segal

The Heaven and Hell Ball w/
Lifesavas, the Long Winters,
the Decemberists, guests
Wed Dec 31, Consolidated
Works, 8 pm, $20 adv/$25
DOS ($5 off for members).
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While We Were Gone

IQU returns to the stage
after three years with aerial
stunts, hijackings and a
new CD in tow.
BY GODFRE LEUNG
503 243-2122

IQU's Michiko Swiggs and
Kento Oiwa bonded at a noise
rave in Osaka, Japan. If you
know IQU's music--quirkily
melodic, feel-good sampadelia–you'll find the image of
these amiable pop lovers digging Merzbow and Masonna's
sonic hellstorms to be bizarre.
But this anecdote demonstrates the band's eclectic
tastes and open-mindedness.
David Belisle
It was the unlikely start of a
IQU Euphoric electronica.
lovely musical relationship.
Back in 1998 when they
were called ICU, guitarist/
turntablist/theremin player Kento and keyboardist/vocalist Michiko (along with departed bassist Aaron
Hartman) issued one of those rare debuts that you could call fresh without sounding like a hyperbolic
fool. Chotto Matte a Moment! (one of the best releases in K Records' catalog) made raw, lo-fi rock and
primitive breakbeat-fueled electronica sound much more exotic and dynamic than those humble styles
have a right to sound. The Calvin Johnson-produced album garnered rave reviews and IQU triumphantly toured America with the awesome Hovercraft--and held their own.
The world could've been theirs if they'd built on the momentum gained from Chotto and subsequent
tours with Mouse on Mars, Chicks on Speed, and FCS North. But, alas, IQU (pronounced ee-koo) floundered
with the annoying musical drama EP Girls on Dates (K, 1999) with Miranda July. Teenage Dream (K, 2000)
was better, as a bunch of talented remixers toyed with IQU's odd, Japanese-kitsch-pop/disco jam with
power- chording guitar eruptions. But a disc of variations on two songs is never going to match the alienpop thrills Chotto provided in spades.
After Hartman split for Old Time Relijun in 2000, Kento and Michiko put IQU on hiatus: Kento scored a
commissioned soundtrack for The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari and launched a busy DJ career while Michiko got
involved with the visual-art community, especially New York-based flash animator Mumbleboy and
Seattleite Chuck Dong.
Fast-forward to fall 2003, and IQU are bursting with pride over their new sonic baby, Sun Q, even as they
field offers from labels and try to determine which one can best market their darling offspring. IQU's fans
surely want to know why there's been such a long wait between releases.
"We were trying to figure out our new relationship, as more of a collaboration than a band," Michiko
explains in Kento's record-strewn Capitol Hill apartment. "It took us a long time to work through that." The
duo tried to enlist other musicians, but concluded that IQU functioned best as a twosome, though Kento
claims they benefited from Seattle's "good creative force."
"Before we moved to Seattle [IQU left Olympia in 2000]," Kento says, "IQU used to be my thing. The past
three years it's become more equal. It's become a concept, a product--which is 50 percent [Michiko], if not
more now," he says with a laugh.
"I think [IQU] has finally become a product of our relationship," says Michiko. "It was bumpy at times."
Like any romantic relationship, right? Uh, no. I--and many others, apparently--mistakenly thought
Kento and Michiko were not only band partners, but also lovers, as they seem so compatible onstage and
while out in public together. However, Michiko does admit IQU is "almost like a marriage." Kento counters,
"We're surrogate siblings, but I don't want to play it off like the White Stripes do." He pauses. "I hope this
isn't decreasing my chances of getting dates."
There's no doubting these Japanese Americans are still making beautiful music together in the studio, as
immersion in Sun Q proves. Mixed by lauded Portland knob twiddler Tony Lash (Dandy Warhols, Quasi), the
new disc flaunts a glittery patina over its Leftfield disco and Paisley Park funk. (Kento and Michiko praise
Lash's "crazy stereo placements.") IQU may have traded their chintzy analog gear for ProTools, but they've not
muted their playful pop instincts at all: A sing-along euphoria deluges Sun Q. Besides adding more keyboards, Michiko and Kento decided to sing like an Asian Nancy Sinatra and Lee Hazlewood this time rather
than sample voices from their vast record collection. Kento's theremin figures more heavily here, too, particularly on the ethereal cover of Minnie Riperton's stunningly gorgeous "Loving You."
"I just wanted to make a pretty, fun record," Kento states.
But is that what the kids want?
"I don't know," he says. "I don't care what the kids think. The guy who runs Vice Records said our album
was 'nice, but too sugary.' I like Vice's aesthetics, but we're nice people making nice music. Maybe being
nice will be hip."
segal@thestranger.com

PORTLAND LAST HEARD from IQU in 2001 when the band toured with dance-pop/performance art group Chicks on Speed. The band had just released its remix EP Teenage
Dream and seemed on the cusp of an exciting new direction when remaining members DJ
Kento Oiwa and keyboardist Michiko Swiggs moved from Olympia to Seattle and the band
suddenly disappeared.
Finally, IQU (pronounced ee-koo) has made good on the promise of Teenage Dream,
shopping a completed album (entitled Sun Q) to record labels and playing a handful of
shows in Seattle. So how will 2004 IQU compare to 2001 IQU?
"We do not have any performance art planned for the upcoming Portland show,"
says Oiwa. An innocent enough statement, to be sure, but difficult to believe.
Consider that, in addition to the planned aerial choreography, IQU used its New
Year's Eve show in Seattle to stage a hijacking with the help of DJs on Strike. If the
band's recent show at the Seattle Art Museum and collaboration with installation
artist the Groovetube in the last month are any indication, it's completely reasonable to expect a little something extra from an IQU show.
During the group's three-year downtime, Swiggs dove headfirst into her graphicdesign career and Oiwa honed his chops as DJ K.O., hitting the clubs and soundtracking the classic silent film The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari for the Seattle International Film
Festival. His mix tape For Wearing a Phone w/Q displayed Oiwa's growing musical range
as much as it did his extensive record collection, exploring a variety of moods that were
foreign to IQU's trademark laid-back lounge timbres.
IQU's debut album, 1998's Chotto Matte, A Moment!, built danceable sampletronica
around since-departed Aaron Hartman's stand-up bass, dragging jazz, kicking and
screaming, into the 21st century. The album stripped away the atmospheric impressionism of the trip-hop of the day (i.e., Massive Attack or Portishead) and let the basslines
and beats do the talking. The band stayed the course on its follow-up, Girls on Dates,
a collaborative EP with performance artist Miranda July. IQU's spare sounds and July's
psychodramatic mini-play made sweet music together and flaunted the flexibility of the
band's repertoire.
In 2000, IQU recruited a host of electronic artists to help rethink and further its sound.
In the hands of full-time laptoppers, IQU's free-form electronic jams became more fully
realized and ordered compositions. Then Hartman split the band to join Old Time Relijun,
while Oiwa and Swiggs just sort of split.
Musically, the band is picking up where it left off three years ago. Oiwa describes Sun Q
as "a lot more song-oriented, less noodling and more composed. It definitely reflects what
we've been into musically the last few years." Gone is the jazzy improvisation of Chotto
Matte and Girls on Dates (of which Hartman's bass was the crux) in favor of the more
intricately composed DJ-oriented work hinted at on Teenage Dream.
In the wake of Hartman's departure, IQU has brought Oiwa's theremin to the forefront.
"It is almost another singer for us," says Oiwa. "Its sound is so like nothing else and I
am so in love with [it]." While Oiwa's front-and-center theremin upsets the band's previously careful balance between analog and digital, IQU has taken proper steps to ensure
that a more computerized sound doesn't mean a less swinging sound. The band enlisted
Dub Narcotic Sound System's Brian Weber to play Rhodes organ and, as a result, Sun Q
takes on a Gainbourgian flavor. Oiwa and Swiggs' boy-girl vocal performance adds to the
'60s French film feel, with Swiggs playing the coy and provocative Ye-Ye girl to Oiwa's
sophisticated chanteur. Drawing from the emotional range of the DJ K.O. mix tape, IQU
more than ever shows Oiwa and Swiggs' individual personalities and the force of its music
draws from their interplay.
IQU's 2004 model takes on myriad new directions: artful and unpredictable, meticulous
and composed, emotional and dramatic, at once cutting-edge and electronic and throwback pop. After three years of IQU withdrawal, it's almost too much to handle. Almost.
Originally published 1/21/2004
Find this story at www.wweek.com/story.php?story=4741
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